With the changing face of pharmaceutical sciences around the world the industry exhibits enormous potential exponential growth. In US the healthcare spending is in the range of $3.12 trillion with the pharmaceutical sales of around $333 billion. Of these, $244 billion come from the patented sales and $70 billion from the generic sales. Considering this vast economy of pharmaceutical field we at Conference Series are organizing some of our best conferences in USA.

“Mentors Give You Perspective
Sponsors Give You Opportunities”

Find out more at
https://www.conferenceseries.com/pharmaceutical-sciences-meetings/america
**Rationale to Attend!!**

- Dear Potential Sponsor/Exhibitor
- Knowledge revamping with latest developments in the field
- Speaker profiles and abstracts are indexed on Google webpages
- Unique DOI to all accepted abstracts from Cross Reference
- Networking with peers from around the world
- Meet global experts and industry delegates
- Chances of winning the Best Poster Awards
- CPD certification to attendees
- Young Researchers’ Forum – An international platform to avid PhD scholars
- B2B opportunities with the Key Opinion Leaders
- Best opportunities to find maximum exposure and flaunt the research excellency
- Meet the global suppliers and service providers
- Opportunity to get highlighted to investors and industry delegates

**Sponsorships**

**NETWORKING SPONSOR**

**CONFERENCE KIT SPONSOR**

**PODIUM SPONSOR**

**SESSION SPONSOR**

**YRF AND BEST POSTER AWARD SPONSOR**

**BACKDROP SPONSOR**

**Join your peers**

**WHO DO YOU MEET**

- R&D Scientists and Researchers from Biopharma Industry
- Senior Scientists and Researchers from Pharma Industry
- Industry Suppliers and Vendors
- Regulatory Agency professionals
- Regulatory and IPR Attorneys
- Business Development Teams
- CEO, Vice Presidents from Industry
- Clinical Trials Coordinators
- Clinical Researchers
- Pharmacovigilance & drug safety professionals
- Professionals from FDA
- University Professors
- Associate Professors
- PhD Scholars
- Association and Society Members

**For more details contact**

Will Thomas  
Director  
Pharmaceutical & Medical Conferences  
T: +1-702-508-5200  
E: willthomas@conferencesamerica.org